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“ When we talk about systems change,
we are talking about intentionally
nudging, changing, influencing and
incentivising systems to work better
for the people and the places and the
communities we care about.”
Changing Systems, Power & Potential, A Synthesis of Insights from the Canberra
Workshop, March 2–3, 2020, Fiona Mackenzie and Mark Cabaj, April 2020,
Collaboration for Impact and Mark Cabaj, Here to There Consulting Inc.

i n t ro d u c t i o n

Cross-sectoral
collaboration:
“…Alliances of individuals and
organizations from the nonprofit,
government, philanthropic, and
business sectors that use their diverse
perspectives and resources to jointly
solve a societal problem and achieve a
shared goal.”
ssir.org/ar ticles/entry/the_need_for_cross_sector_collaboration

The Rural Pathways for Newcomer Women in Grey Bruce Project is pleased
to present the Success for Everyone Toolkit. The development and evaluation
of the tools in this toolkit brought together a broad representative group of
service providers, organizations, volunteers and visible minority newcomer
women over a 17-month project, with 11 of those months during the covid-19
pandemic.
Visible minority newcomer women were always at the centre of this project
‒ actively informing and advising the project throughout the research,
development, testing, and evaluation phases.
The Success for Everyone Toolkit includes tools, learning, reflections, best
practices and processes that we hope will contribute to equity, equality and
increased opportunities for visible minority newcomer women in our region.
The project brought together diverse sectors and partners who learned
together, shared their expertise and passion, and built new capacity for
collaboration and skill development across sectors.
We hope that this toolkit, and the research and development work upon
which it is based, contribute to changes in systems and practices that create
barriers for newcomer women. We hope that it will support increased
collaboration across diverse sectors that is so essential for a welcoming and
inclusive Grey Bruce. The success of visible minority women in overcoming
barriers and finding success in employment will be ‘success for everyone’ in
our communities and region.

b ac k g ro u n d

This Toolkit is a deliverable of the Rural Pathways for Newcomer Women
in Grey Bruce Project (August 2019 to December 2020). Funded by ircc,
and under the leadership of United Way of Bruce Grey in partnership with
Welcoming Communities Grey Bruce, the project developed, implemented
and evaluated tools to address the multiple barriers to employment barriers
experienced by visible minority newcomer women (as defined by ircc) in
our rural region. Visible minority newcomer/immigrant women, employers,
employment service providers and other community stakeholders were
involved throughout the project as: Advisory Committee members, subcommittee members, in consultations, and as participants in the testing and
evaluation of tools.
The Success for Everyone Toolkit includes evaluated tools, best practices,
and lessons learned from the Rural Pathways Project that will enhance the
capacity of those in rural areas who work with visible minority newcomer/
immigrant women seeking success on their pathway to employment. The
Rural Pathways Project was funded by the ircc (Immigration, Refugee
and Citizenship Canada) with a focus on addressing employment barriers
faced by visible minority newcomer women who are eligible for ircc
settlement programs. However, there are newcomer women in Grey Bruce
who experience the same barriers but do not meet ircc service delivery
eligibility criteria (e.g. international students, refugee claimants, women who
are sponsored to immigrate by their spouses and awaiting the approval of
their permanent residency application, and those who have already become
citizens but have moved to a rural area from urban centres).

The tools in this Toolkit can be used and adapted for work with any newcomer
woman looking to find a pathway to employment in rural communities like
Grey and Bruce counties.
Although the covid-19 pandemic limited our ability to meet with women face
to face (virtual consultations, testing and evaluations were the only methods
safe for everyone), the tools and lessons learned are applicable for both faceto-face and virtual settings.
Virtual service delivery has been much needed in rural communities like Grey
Bruce where the population is spread out and newcomers often experience
isolation and transportation barriers. The conventional mind set that services
must be provided face-to face created a lot of resistance against providing and
receiving services virtually. An important achievement of the Rural Pathways
Project is that during the pandemic, it provided both service providers and
users an opportunity to overcome that resistance, and take a big leap towards
creating a more effective and accessible blended-service delivery models for
rural areas.

c a s e s t u dy

COVID-19 Learning
The Arden Language Centre had to transition from physical
to virtual classrooms because of the pandemic. Despite
the challenges in helping the students set up Zoom while
physically distancing (providing instructions via cell
phone outside their homes), and having to spend a couple
of weeks to get familiar with the learning platform, the
virtual classroom was able to replace the physical classroom
effectively. However, students missed the social connections,
which happen more easily through face-to-face interactions.
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h ow to u s e t h i s to o l k i t

The Success for Everyone Toolkit is for service providers and employers who work
with visible minority newcomer/immigrant women to address employment barriers.
Providers from employment services, settlement services, human resources, and
employers will find the tools helpful for improving their service response, diversifying
their workplaces and recruiting and retaining newcomer/immigrant employees.
Service providers in other sectors, such as adult learning centres, education
institutions and social services, can adapt and implement the tools in this Toolkit to
support newcomer women on their pathways to employment.

The Toolkit includes:

The tools in this Toolkit were developed with visible minority women and are based
on the four pillars. They are the foundation for the further tool development and
adaptation, as well as for development of new tools to support women’s pathways to
employment.

› Capacity building opportunities

Each section of this Toolkit can be used independently. However, reading Barriers
To Rural Employment first is helpful to better understand the employment barriers
experienced by visible minority newcomer women in rural communities like Grey
Bruce. We also recommend reading Four Pillars before using or adapting the tools, or
developing new ones.

› Stakeholder engagement tools
› My Pathway to Employment Success: An Assessment Tool
› Online skill-building workshops for visible minority
newcomer women
› Webinars for employers
› Employment services, and service providers

The implementation and adaptation of the tools
are guided by four pillars:
› Address employment barriers as systemic and social issues
› Newcomer women are key stakeholders in collaboration
› The women’s voices are always at the centre
› Success for everyone

b a r r i e r s to ru r a l e m p l oy m e n t

It is not uncommon for newcomers to face challenges in a new country, a new life,
and a new workplace. When newcomers have access to resources, they are more able
to deal with these challenges. If resources are unavailable, or out of reach, then it
can be difficult for women to overcome these challenges. Barriers for women are also
created by systemic discrimination and misconceptions about newcomers. Reducing
or eliminating barriers is not something newcomers can do alone. Addressing the
employment barriers experienced by visible minority newcomer women in rural
areas is a shared responsibility that falls on employers, employment services, local
governments, settlement services and other service provider organizations.
For some visible minority newcomer women, their goal is a career in which they can
apply their knowledge, education and skill. For others, it is having their own business,
or contributing to their community as volunteers. No matter what the goal is, every
woman goes through the process of identifying strengths and challenges, goal setting,
learning new skills, and addressing challenges repeatedly in order to accomplish the
milestones along her pathway to employment. Although every woman’s pathway
is unique, the Rural Pathways Project identified the top three employment barriers
experienced by visible minority newcomer women in Grey Bruce: social integration,
language barriers, and the lack of recognition of non-Canadian skills, experience and
qualifications.

Most of the women involved in this project were affected by social isolation or
the lack of social networks and supports. Challenges with social integration
are far more significant in our rural region. Contributing factors include the
lack of transportation in a region where communities are widely spread, and
the low density of ethnic/cultural groups.
Our rural region has only recently started having a significant number
of visible minority immigrants settle in its predominantly Caucasian
communities. Participants in this project reported issues of racism and
discrimination in communities and workplaces. The prevalence of these
issues is a reminder that there is work to be done to address myths and
misconceptions about race, culture, religion and immigration, and to address
the barriers they pose for immigrants and visible minority newcomers.
There is a need to develop the region’s capacity as a welcoming and inclusive
community, and to work with newcomers to ensure their economic and social
integration.

1

barriers

1

· education, skills, employment
· social networks
· life experiences
· hopes and dreams

wo m a n
enter s
region

2

2

h i s t o ry

d i s c r i m i n at i o n

· skills, experience, qualifications not recognized or valued
· newcomers screened out
· worksplaces not inclusive
3

3

· needs not understood
· systemic barriers
· voices & needs don’t inform strategy
· collaboration reduced accross sectors

entry level jobs or
unemployment

woman leaves
region

n e e d s n ot h e a r d

4

exclusion

· social isolation
· transportation, language, cultural bias
· newcomers underemployed or unemployed
· difficulty connecting with resources, navigating systems
4 social connections

5
skilled employment

5

women

&

community suffer losses

· newcomers less ready for employment
· skilled newcomers get entry-level jobs
· employers need for skilled workers unmet
· community vibrancy, diversity and economy suffers

solutions
wo m a n
enter s
region

1

inclusion

· employers implement policies to build inclusion and diversity
· employers recognize non-canadian skills, qualifications
2

i n t e g r at i o n

· peer supports, community connections
· understanding cultural differences
· skill-building, training for women and employers
· collaboration with services to increase employer capacity
· women matched with mentors who share experience

1 inclusion

2 integration

3

w o m e n ’ s v o i c e s at t h e c e n t r e

· stakeholders collaborate to address employment barriers
· women’s needs guide collaboration
4

· employers recruit, retain women
· women contribute needed skills to workplaces
· diverse, inclusing and welcoming community
· women contribute, are at home in grey bruce

3 collaboration

5

4 diverse communities

5
choice of employment

community success

women’s success

· resources, supports help women be employment ready
· women find meaningful work to use their skills, experience
· women’s confidence, self-worth and expertise increase

4
the

Pillars

The Rural Pathways Project began
with an extensive research phase that
included a review of best practices and
projects with visible minority women
and pathways to employment in
communities across Canada.
This was followed by comprehensive consultations with visible
minority newcomer/immigrant women, employers, and
employment service providers in Grey Bruce. The research
and community consultations allowed the Rural Pathways
Project to identify four pillars to guide the development and
implementation of tools to effectively address employment
barriers experienced by visible minority newcomer women in
our region.

pillar

1

Address employment barriers as systemic
and social issues
The intersection of gender, race, ethnicity, religion, economic status, and
education is at the root of the multiple employment barriers faced by visible
minority newcomer/immigrant women. The Survey and consultations with
visible minority newcomer women revealed three major areas in which
women in the region face employment barriers: social integration, language,
and recognition of non-Canadian skills, experience and education. These were
not experienced by the women when they were living and working in their
home countries.They manifest themselves in the new environment.
The survey with employers revealed that most employers do not have a
policy in place to address discrimination, and many have little experience
integrating newcomers in their workplace. Some women interviewed by the
Project reported that even with validated university qualifications, there are
jobs that match their professional qualification but they cannot apply for
them, because an Ontario high school diploma is required. Such employment
barriers need to be recognized and addressed as systemic and social issues
that require systems change.

systems change

“When we talk about systems change,
we are talking about intentionally
nudging, changing, influencing and
incentivising systems to work better
for the people and the places and the
communities we care about.”
Changing Systems, Power & Potential, A Synthesis of Insights from the
Canberra Workshop, March 2–3, 2020, Fiona Mackenzie and Mark Cabaj,
April 2020, Collaboration for Impact and Mark Cabaj,
Here to There Consulting Inc.

pillar

2

Newcomer women are key stakeholders
in collaboration
Because they are systemic and social issues, employment barriers are not
problems which belong only to visible minority newcomer women. More
importantly, the women should not feel or be made to feel that encountering
challenges along their employment pathways is their fault. All who have an
interest in a woman’s success in achieving her employment goals must work
together to address employment barriers. Collaborative stakeholders include,
but are not limited to, the visible minority women themselves, employment
services, employers, Settlement Services, educational institutions, and social
services.
The visible minority newcomer woman is a central key player, and her needs
determine the partners she will be working with to achieve every milestone
on her pathway to employment. The case study below illustrates how a
woman and community stakeholders work in collaboration to support her
pathway to employment.

c a s e s t u dy

Collaboration with women as key stakeholders
The stakeholders involved in this case study were a visible
minority newcomer woman with some language barriers,
the Pathways Coordinator, the connect2skills coordinator,
and an employer. Connect2skills is a job readiness training
program offered by the Four County Labour Market Planning
Board. The Pathways coordinator let the woman know about
a training opportunity in hospitality and tourism. When the
woman expressed interest, the Pathways coordinator worked
with the connect2skills coordinator to get the woman into
the training. The Pathways coordinator also worked with a
local employer to make sure that the woman would have a
work placement, which was required in order to graduate
from the training. The workplace had an inclusive culture. The
employer and her team were very supportive of the woman
and allowed her to learn at her own pace. Both the woman
and her employer had very positive experiences with the work
placement. Upon graduation, the woman continued to work
there. In this case study, the Pathways coordinator worked
closely with the woman, the connect2skills coordinator and
the employer to make sure that the woman’s strengths were
recognized and her needs and challenges addressed.

pillar

3

The women’s voices are always at the centre
As a key stakeholder, the woman is an active participant in identifying her
own strengths and challenges, determining priorities, setting goals and
determining next steps. Her voice is always at the centre, guiding all the
stakeholders to work together towards the self-empowerment of the woman,
and capacity building for all. However, sometimes a woman’s voice is heard
but not considered, and she is treated as a passive recipient instead of an
active contributor in decision-making processes. Cultural humility and
empathy are two guiding principles that help other stakeholders to accurately
hear the voices of women, and ensure that their voices are valued. Welcoming
Communities Grey Bruce has developed training workshops for service
providers and volunteer mentors on these topics. They are especially relevant
for those working with newcomers in rural areas. The training manuals are
available on their website welcominggreybruce.ca.

c a s e s t u dy

Women’s voices at the centre
The woman had high proficiency in the English Language.
However, like many who participated in the Visible Minority
Newcomer Women and Employment in Grey Bruce
Survey, she experienced employment barriers related to
social integration and recognition of non-Canadian skills,
experience and qualifications. Between September 2019 and
September 2020, an interventional approach was adopted
to study how stakeholders collaborated in addressing the
barriers. The stakeholders involved were the woman, her
husband, the Pathways Project coordinator, an employment
service provider, her employer, an education institution,
settlement services and an organization that provides support
in the accreditation process. The Pathways coordinator was
the woman’s first anchor. As the woman moved through
her journey, different stakeholders played prominent roles
at different times. The woman always felt that her voice was
heard and her decisions were respected and supported by the
other stakeholders. Stakeholder collaboration was focused on
the empowerment of the woman and capacity building for all
the stakeholders. The woman’s voice was always at the centre.

pillar

4

Success for everyone
A visible minority newcomer woman’s success in achieving her employment
goal benefits not only herself, but also other stakeholders and her
community. For example, by not only hiring a woman, but also implementing
a diversity policy to create an inclusive workplace, an employer successfully
recruits and retains a new employee and creates a work environment that
attracts other newcomers. If a woman’s goal is to have her own business,
her success will lead to employment opportunities for job seekers in her
community. If a woman’s goal is to become a volunteer, her contribution to
an organization enhances its capacity to support the community. The visible
minority newcomer women’s success in their employment pathways results
in positive economic and social development for Grey Bruce. Working with
visible minority newcomer women to address employment barriers benefits
other stakeholders and the community at large. A case study from the Rural
Pathways Project demonstrates how an employer not only employed visible
minority newcomer women, but also incorporated the strength of a diverse
workforce into her business to foster an inclusive and welcoming community.

c a s e s t u dy

Success for everyone
As a first generation Canadian from immigrant parents, the
employer of a preschool business greatly values diversity
and inclusion. She strongly believes that a diverse staff will
enrich the children’s experience. Her team consists of women
who are Japanese, South Korean, Filipino, Thai, and French
Canadian. The support she provides for her newcomer staff
includes a comprehensive orientation process, a mentoring
program, diversity-focused staff development programs, and
transportation and housing arrangements. The curriculum
of the preschool embraces and celebrates diversity, and
teaches children to respect and appreciate different cultures.
By fostering cultural diversity in the workplace and exposing
students to different cultures, the employer contributes to
creating a welcoming community, and supports the children
in her preschool as future leaders who value diversity and
inclusion.

Tools
the

The development and implementation
of any tools for addressing employment
barriers experienced by visible minority
newcomer women must be guided by the
four pillars discussed in the previous section.
Despite the time limitations and the physical distancing restrictions
imposed by the covid-19 pandemic, the Rural Pathways Project was
able to test and evaluate the following tools:
› Key stakeholder engagement tools
› My Pathway to Employment Success:
An assessment tool
› Online skill-building workshops for visible
minority newcomer women
› Training webinars for employers, employment
services and service providers

K EY
S TAK EHOL DE R

Engagement
TO OL S

To address barriers to employment, the
barriers must be identified, defined, and
understood by the employer. Then an action
plan to reduce or eliminate them can be
developed.
A collaborative effort is needed among all the key
stakeholders, including but not limited to visible minority
newcomer women, employers, employment services,
employment-related agencies/organizations, settlement
services, and other service agencies/organizations that
provide support to the women. The Rural Pathways
Project engaged these key stakeholders though surveys,
consultations, interventional studies and the testing of tools
(online skill-building workshops and webinars).

s u rv e y to o l s

&

r e p o rt s

The Project conducted three surveys with visible
minority newcomer/immigrant women, employers,
and employment service providers, respectively,
to identify the major areas in which women
experience employment barriers.
The survey reports were presented to a community forum, and
distributed to stakeholders:
· Visible minority newcomer women and employment
in Grey Bruce report
· Employers, employment services and community
stakeholders consultation report
Key stakeholders were then consulted to develop skill-building
workshops for visible minority newcomer women, training webinars
for employers and employment service providers, and an employment
readiness assessment tool. Participants at each workshop/webinar
completed a survey to help evaluate its effectiveness.
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c o n s u ltat i o n s w i t h s ta k e h o l d e r s

The Project’s consultations with the key
stakeholders took various forms:
The Project Advisory Committee provided advice and support
for the project and facilitated capacity building and collaboration
among its members

An employment sub-committee was formed to develop
the training webinars and the Employment Readiness
Assessment tool

It consisted of representatives from Arden Language Centre,
Bruce County Economic Development, Bruce County Human
Services, Bruce Grey Catholic District School Board, Grey County
Economic Development, Grey County Social Services, Grey Bruce
Local Immigration Partnership (gblip), Owen Sound Chamber
of Commerce, United Way of Bruce Grey, vpi Working Solutions,
Welcoming Communities Grey Bruce, and ymca of Owen Sound
Grey Bruce’s Employment and Settlement Services, as well as 3
visible minority immigrant women (a local employer, a community
champion in supporting migrant workers, and a community member
with extensive knowledge and experience in conducting research).

It was facilitated by one of the two coordinators of the Project, and
included representatives from Arden Language Centre, Bruce County
Economic Development, Grey County Economic Development,
Leads Employment Services, Life Directions Employment Centre,
Owen Sound Chamber of Commerce, United Way of Bruce Grey,
vpi Working Solutions, and ymca of Owen Sound Grey Bruce’s
Employment and Settlement Services.

A women’s sub-committee worked with the other project
coordinator to develop online skill-building workshops
Its members included representatives from Arden Language Centre (a
staff member and 2 volunteers) and Grey County Social Services, and
5 visible minority newcomer/immigrant women.

One-on-one interviews
These allowed for the Project’s coordinators to collect detailed first
hand experience and insights from visible minority newcomer/
immigrant women, employers, employment service providers,
economic development officers, and staff from Chambers of
Commerce.

l e a r n i n g t h ro u g h d i r e c t s e rv i c e d e l i v e ry

Throughout the project a great deal was learned
when project coordinators worked directly with
newcomer women to assist them with their
employment barriers.
When the project began, settlement services in Grey Bruce had just
been funded and were in a developmental stage. The Rural Pathways
staff conducted Interventional Studies, working directly with women
and local service providers to identify best practices, gaps in services
and resources, and to build new connections and stakeholder capacity.
Project coordinators supported eight women with direct services
over the life of the project. The experiences of newcomer women and
local service providers formed an important source of research and
learning for the project.
Some of the service providers involved in the Interventional Studies
were: ymca Employment and Settlement Services, vpi Working
Solutions, Life Directions Employment Centre, connect2skills, Four
County Labour Market Planning Board, Access Centre for Regulated
Employment, and employers (to address employment) barriers.
Interventional study was an excellent tool for obtaining first hand
information on how other key stakeholders work with women and to
identify areas for improvement and to build on service strengths.
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My Pathway
to

E MPL OY M E N T
S UCC E SS


assessment
tool

➔

Download the complete
Assessment Tool

This is one of the most important tools
developed through the Rural Pathways for
Newcomer Women project. We believe this
tool provides a blueprint for an assessment
process that supports collaboration across
sectors and puts each woman at the centre.
Every newcomer woman has unique needs, challenges
and strengths. The My Pathway to Employment Success
tool identifies where she is situated on her pathway to
employment and focuses on three major areas where
newcomer women in Grey Bruce experience employment
barriers: social integration, recognition of skills, experience
and qualification; and language.

This tool can be used by: employment services,
settlement services and organizations, and
volunteers that provide employment assistance for
visible minority newcomer women.
It is not for self-assessment but provides a guide for the service
provider and the woman to work together to develop a pathway to
employment. The tool engages the woman in relationship building
with the service provider, and puts her in the driver’s seat on the
road to employment success. The role of the service provider is to
offer support, information and encouragement, and to link her
with resources to meet her needs. The service provider shares in
the woman’s success, as does our community, when the woman
successfully finds employment here.

➔
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Download the complete
Assessment Tool

The development of the Assessment Tool engaged a broad range
of key stakeholders: visible minority newcomer/immigrant
women, Arden Language Centre, Bruce and Grey County Economic
Development, Leads Employment Services, Life Directions
Employment Centre, Owen Sound Chamber of Commerce, United
Way of Bruce Grey vpi Working Solutions, Welcoming Communities
Grey Bruce, and ymca of Owen Sound Grey Bruce’s Employment
and Settlement Services. There were many stages and drafts to avoid
duplication and to keep the focus on the empowerment of newcomer
women. The tool can be used on its own or in conjunction with
existing employment or settlement assessment processes.

h ow to u s e t h i s a s s e s s m e n t to o l

My Pathway to Employment
Success has three modules:

1

Getting Started

✏

2

This module is a tool to engage the woman and
the service provider in an exploration of where
she is situated on her pathway to employment. It
looks at where on that pathway she is at the time
of the interview, why she is looking for work,
and how soon she can start work. This module
helps her get ready to explore the challenges and
opportunities on her employment pathway.

The three modules can be used together or independently. The tool is flexible and can be used as a starting
point for work with newcomer women before standard mandatory assessment tools are used.

Employment Challenges & Opportunities
This module provides the woman a high-level
understanding of her employment challenges
related to social integration, recognition of skills,
experience and qualification, and language. It
also helps her identify her strengths in those
areas. It supplements the assessment tools used
by employment service providers and settlement
service workers by providing information unique
to visible minority newcomer women.

3

Action Plan
In this module, the service provider and the
woman work together to identify the actions to
be taken to address the challenges she faces and
further develop her strengths, and identifies
the resources she will need to move forward. It
is important that women have a copy of their
Action Plan as part of the assessment process.
Having a concrete plan and knowing her
strengths gives a woman confidence to overcome
challenges.

The Rural Pathways Project planned to test the assessment tool with employment service providers and visible

➔

Download the complete
Assessment Tool

minority newcomer women, but was limited by the COVID-19 pandemic. Women were involved during the tool
development stage and the final draft Tool was reviewed by a focus group of key project stakeholders. We believe
that a self-assessment version of this tool would be helpful for newcomer women.

ONL I NE
SK IL L-BU I L DI N G

Workshops
for

VI SIB L E M I N OR I T Y
NE WCOM E R
WOM E N



Skill-building workshops for women
were developed based on the results
from our research and consultations,
as well as the realities and limitations
caused by the covid pandemic.
A total of twenty-eight visible minority newcomer/immigrant
women participated in testing and evaluating the following
skill building workshops via Zoom. Each workshop was
facilitated by one of the two project’s coordinators. The
number of participants at the workshops ranged from three to
seven. Six of the topics were presented as one-off workshops.
Overcoming Language Barriers to Employment was a fourpart series.

Best practices and lessons learned were identified
based on the Project coordinator’s reflections and the
participants’ evaluations:
· Visible minority newcomer/immigrant women were engaged in
identifying the employment barriers and developing the workshops
through survey, consultation and interventional study to ensure that
the workshops met their needs.
· In addition to equipping visible minority newcomer women with skills, the
workshops provided the opportunity to build confidence in using their skills
to overcome employment barriers. This confidence comes from sharing with
others who have similar experience and from forming alliances with those
who have the needed resources.
· The peer support environment of the workshops provided opportunities
for women’s empowerment and reduced social isolation.
· Women became change agents to address the systemic and social issues
that are the roots of the employment barriers they face.
· Workshops with 6-8 participants provided opportunities to engage in
deeper conversations and relationship building which contributed to
the effectiveness of the workshops.
· The workshop participants had similar levels of English Language
proficiency. Therefore, they were all able to engage in discussions
and understand presentations.

· The facilitator had lived experience as a visible minority newcomer
woman in Grey Bruce. The participants felt safe and comfortable because they knew that the facilitator could understand their struggles.
· Most of the workshops had guest presenters/co-facilitators from
organizations/institutions/agencies that worked with newcomers/
immigrants to overcome employment barriers. This helped ensure
that participants would have access to resources they needed after
the workshops. More importantly, the participants established allies
with whom they could collaborate to overcome barriers in the future.
· In order for participants to feel safe to share their struggles, guest
presenters/co-facilitators must appreciate cultural differences and
be empathetic.
· Experts advise that an online workshop should not be longer than
90 minutes, but evaluations of the workshops showed that when
participants are engaged in conversations, workshops could be
up to 2 hours.

c a s e s t u dy

In 2018, six newcomer/immigrant women of Arabic, Greek
and Hispanic backgrounds, who did not know each other
contacted the Adult Learning Centre for help to improve their
English. The Centre was not able to offer them a language
program, but helped the women connect. For a year, they met
weekly, and two of the women with better English helped the
others improve. Eventually the group stopped meeting when
all the women found work. They attributed their success in
finding employment to the support they gave each other.
“Because we got to practise with each other regularly, we
became better at speaking in English and more confident
in doing job interviews.”
The Rural Pathways Project used this model to design
skill-building workshops not only to teach skills, but also
to provide a safe space for women to become empowered
through sharing their stories and supporting each other.

photo: Zen Chung
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Developing effective cross-cultural communication for job interviews and
workplaces
· To identify communication gaps and miscommunications during interviews,
that are connected to cultural differences
· To identify communication gaps and miscommunications in workplaces,
that are connected to cultural differences
· Some strategies to improve cross-cultural communication during job interviews
· Some strategies to improve cross-cultural communication in workplaces
› go to agenda

S K I L L - BU I L DI N G

2

Workshops

› go to agenda

for

WOM E N

Developing financial literacy for stability and independence
· What financial literacy means to visible minority newcomer women
· How to develop financial literacy
· How to access resources that help develop financial literacy

3

Developing Zoom skill
· Participate in and host Zoom meetings
· Communicate effectively on Zoom
· Use different features such as chat, poll, screen share and breakout rooms
› go to agenda

4

Getting non-Canadian qualifications and experience recognized
· Navigate the education system at the provincial and district levels
· Get their overseas qualifications and skills recognized (the accreditation process)
· Work with employment services providers to overcome the barriers related
to the lack of Canadian skills and experience
› go to agenda

5

Overcoming language barriers to employment

part 4: Creating a Personal Pathway to Employment

· Create provisional employment pathway plans – where they
want to be in 3 months, 6 months and 1 year
· Identify the strengths they have to carry out the plan
· Identify barriers to carry out the plan, and how they, employers,
and other supports can address the barriers

part 1: Overcoming Language Barriers in Job Searches

· Develop confidence in conducting a job search even though
language barriers exist.
· Learn some job search vocabulary and understanding about
positions & job descriptions, identifying transferable skills etc.
· Obtain information on resources and supports available to
address language barriers

› go to agenda
6

› go to agenda
part 2: Overcoming Language Barriers in Job Interviews

· Learn how to write a resume that increases the chance of getting a
job interview (use of words, highlighting transferable skills etc.)
· Learn some language and communication skills for job interviews
· Obtain information on resources and support available to address
language barriers to successful job interviews

› go to agenda

› go to agenda
part 3: Language Barriers from the Employer’s Perspective

· Develop some understanding of language barriers from an
employer’s perspective
· Learn what some employers do to reduce language barriers in workplaces
· Gain confidence in addressing language barriers in the workplaces
· Learn ways to engage employers and colleagues in addressing
language barriers in workplaces
› go to agenda

Overcoming social barriers to employment
· Identify discrimination in the workplace and in social situations
· Address discrimination through official channels and building a
supportive network
· Address cultural barriers in the workplace and social life
· Regain and maintain mental well-being despite discrimination
and cultural barriers
· Access resources that address discrimination and cultural barriers

7

Unpacking Mental Health Concerns Connected to
Discrimination and Cultural Barriers
· To identify mental health challenges connected to discrimination
and cultural barriers in their daily life
· To identify mental health challenges connected to discrimination
and cultural barriers in workplaces
· Some strategies to deal with mental health challenges connected
to discrimination and cultural barriers in their social life
· Some strategies to deal with mental health challenges connect to
discrimination and cultural barriers in workplace
› go to agenda

Webinars
for

EMPLOYERS,
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES &
SERVICE PROVIDERS



These training webinars were developed to meet the
needs identified by local employers, employment
services and other community agencies working
with newcomers during the project consultations,
with the intent of offering them to employers and
employment services.
Other service providers and public sector organizations asked to
attend the webinars, so they were included as participants. Health
and social service organizations are important employers in our
region and the inclusion of human service providers, municipal
and economic development staff, and staff from local Chambers of
Commerce enhanced this project significantly. Their feedback at the
webinars was very positive, and they reported that the webinars
were very helpful. The role these key stakeholders play in addressing
employment barriers for visible minority newcomer women needs to
be recognized. The public sector, as a workplace, employer and service
provider should be included in plans for future workplace training
initiatives.
Each webinar began with a short introduction of the project and its
goals, the introduction of speakers, and Land Acknowledgement.

Best practices and lessons learned were
identified based on the coordinator’s
reflections and the participants’ evaluations:
Employers, employment service providers and service providers
identified employment barriers from their perspective to ensure
the webinars met their needs. The Pathways project used survey,
consultation and interventional study approaches to collect
information from the sector and invited participation in the
development of the training webinars through the project’s
Employment Sub committee.
The topics of the webinars were very practical so that the training
would help participants figure out the “what” and “how” in addressing
employment barriers. Some of the crucial elements that contributed
to the success of the webinars:
· Having presenters from organizations/agencies with local resources.
· Presentation of local success stories by employers, newcomer women employees and community champions.
· Facilitator with lived experience sharing the struggles and challenges
she had experienced.

Webinars provided capacity building opportunities to explore
collaboration with the guest presenters. Webinar participants
were able to ask questions and share experiences. To enhance the
engagement, participants were encouraged to have their cameras
turned on so that they could see each other.
The number of participants also affects the level of engagement, and
a relatively small number of participants (8 to 12) will ensure more
interactions and deeper conversations.
Collaboration with community experts and stakeholders as hosts and
presenters promoted the webinars and helped the Rural Pathways
Project reach out and attract more participants
Participant feedback indicated that webinars could range from
80 to 90 minutes.

5
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Webinars
for

E M PL OY E R S

Each of the five webinars is available for
viewing online. The link is included in the
agenda for each webinar.

1

Addressing the barriers of credential and skill recognition
· What barriers to entry into the Canadian workforce do
newcomers face
· What resources are available to help newcomer employees
get their non-Canadian skills, experience and qualification
recognized, and how to access them
· How to identify transferable skills and make them work
for employers
· The legal work requirements for immigrants and how to
attract newcomers
· Some strategies that local employers use to overcome
barriers and support their newcomer employees
› go to agenda

2

Best practices in hiring and retaining immigrants and
newcomers

4

Local resources to support employers and newcomers
· How employers can increase their capacity to support
newcomer employees by getting involved with the
Grey Bruce Local Immigration Partnership
· What support the ymca’s settlement services provides
for newcomers
· What resources are available to help employers create
inclusive workplaces and how to access them
· What esl programs are available for newcomers and
how to access them

· The benefits of hiring immigrants and newcomers
· Some strategies to create a diverse, inclusive and welcoming
workplace
· What challenges employers might have and how to
overcome them
· Some strategies to effectively integrate newcomers
to the workplace
› go to agenda

› go to agenda
3

Creating a diverse and inclusive workplace
· Develop a deeper understanding of the importance
of diversity and inclusion at workplaces
· Identify the benefits of having a diverse and
inclusive workplace
· Learn the best practices for creating a diverse and
inclusive workplace
· Learn some strategies that local employers use to
overcome barriers and support their newcomer employees
· Learn how to access resources that help to create an
inclusive workplace and support employees
› go to agenda

5

Overcoming language and cultural barriers at your
workplace
· What barriers newcomers face when entering the workforce
· What strategies employers can use to integrate their
newcomer employees
· How to communicate effectively when language
barriers exist
· What resources are available in the community to
support new immigrants with language barriers
› go to agenda

Capacity building is not a specific tool but is the intent of tools
developed to support learning and change. The Rural Pathways Project
supported capacity building with visible minority newcomer women
and through service provider collaboration.

Capacity Building

This 17-month Project only had enough time to ‘get the ball rolling’
to build capacity in our region. Organizations working with visible
minority newcomer women experiencing employment barriers will
need to continue to build capacity within their agencies, in their
community, and with women to support growth and change.

OPP ORT UNI T I E S
“The process of developing and strengthening
the skills, instincts, abilities, processes
and resources that organizations and
communities need to survive, adapt, and
thrive in a fast-changing world.”
The United Nation defining ‘capacity building’

icon by: Adrien Coquet

Capacity Building with Visible Minority Newcomer Women

Capacity Building for Intersector Collaboration

Throughout the Rural Pathways Project, visible minority newcomer/
immigrant women, employers, and employment service providers had
numerous capacity building opportunities that empowered them and
provided opportunities to work collaboratively to address employment
barriers. The key stakeholder engagement tools, skill-building workshops,
and training webinars mentioned earlier in the Toolkit all provided capacity
building learning and skill development opportunities for women over the
life of the project. The Project also supported one visible minority woman in
building her employment capacity through a volunteer mentor opportunity.
Unfortunately, this work was interrupted by the covid-19 pandemic.

An important goal for the Rural Pathways project was to build our capacity for
collaboration across sectors and the region. Grey Bruce Settlement Services
and the Grey Bruce Local Immigration Partnership (gblip) programs were
both funded after the Rural Pathways Project began. The Rural Pathways
Project, and its Advisory Committee, which included membership from both
Settlement Services and the gblip, became an important ‘testing’ place to
identify and develop an emergent collaboration framework for the integration
of newcomers in our region.

cross-sectoral collaboration

“… Alliances of individuals and organizations from
the nonprofit, government, philanthropic, and
business sectors that use their diverse perspectives
and resources to jointly solve a societal problem
and achieve a shared goal.”
ssir.org/ar ticles/entry/the_need_for_cross_sector_collaboration

The Project Advisory Committee completed two collaboration workshops,
facilitated by the Pathways Developmental Evaluation Consultant.
The workshops provided important learning, a model for intersector
collaboration, identified values at the heart of our work, and an emerging
statement of unity. The discussion, engagement and reports from these
workshops have built capacity and relationships that will inform the
ongoing work to be carried out by Settlement Services, the gblip, the newly
incorporated Welcoming Communities Grey Bruce, and all the community
sectors engaged in the Pathways project.

Values at the heart of our collaboration
› A deep desire to create an inclusive community where differences are respected and
everybody belongs regardless of where they have come from, their language, their
class, their age, their sexuality, their religion or their race.

visible minority newcomer
women

› A belief and hope that change is possible even though it is slow and there are
organizational and leadership barriers that one may face.
› A heart-felt knowing of what it means to come into a new community, city,
province or country, or what it means to navigate a new context, or what it means
to “integrate”. This knowing comes from a diversity of lived experiences that share
the sense of being uprooted and excluded. In this knowing there is empathy.
› A willingness to stay the course, to use your voice and help others - partners not at
the table, citizens in your community - build their awareness of what it means to be
a newcomer to Grey Bruce.
› A clear commitment to helping vmnw and women who may not fit this category of
“visible” minority to find employment and address the challenges and barriers they
face as they seek employment and integration into the community.
› Shared understandings that as you break down barriers to access for vmnw, not only
do the women themselves benefit but also the communities in which you live and
work benefit.

employers

service providers

collaboration

Emerging Statement of Unity
We hold space for intentional
conversations

We invest in relationships
and connection

We engage in open and respectful
communication

Conversations about power, both at individual and
systemic levels.We will know we have this when we
are willing and able to have conversations about
our whiteness as a community, as organizations
and as leaders, where we can talk without
defensiveness and unpack white privilege.

We will know we have this when during team
meetings we can fully show up as individuals
and still feel like a community connected to the
whole. We will know we have this when we take
the time to get to know each other better.

We will know we have this when we
acknowledge and accept the unique
contributions offered by each of the
partners and when we recognize differences
in organizational culture and limitations to
innovation and change.

We honour lived experience

We see the big picture

We will know we have this when we remember
that as individuals, we speak through our life
experience and that each of us has different
experiences. We will know we have this when
differences of opinion surface and we give each
other the benefit of the doubt.

We recognize this project is part of a larger vision for change in our communities. We will know we
have this when we continuously connect the dots of this project with other community initiatives
focused on inclusion and equity including but not limited to Local Immigration Partnership, Welcoming
Communities and Settlement Services project. We will integrate the learning of each initiative and distil
and evolve our collective knowledge over time.

conclusion

The Success for Everyone Toolkit is a
key deliverable of a 3-phase research and
development project to increase the capacity
of a rural region to address employment
barriers experienced by visible minority
newcomer women.
The project and development of this toolkit brought together a rich
and diverse collaboration: newcomer women, employers, employment
and settlement services, and municipal and public sector services.

photo: August Derichelieu

Despite the restrictions and interruptions caused by the covid-19 pandemic that
emerged 7 months into the project, we were successful in developing, testing and
evaluating effective tools and approaches to address employment barriers for women,
employers and employment service providers. When the first wave of covid-19 made
face-to-face work impossible, the Pathways Project immediately began to develop
virtual ways to continue tool development, implementation and evaluation. The
Project seized the opportunity to demonstrate the effectiveness of a much-needed
virtual approach to addressing employment barriers experienced by visible minority
newcomer women in a thinly populated region that lacks convenient and affordable
transportation.
The tools in this toolkit are effective virtually (Zoom, webinar, web based resources).
We believe they will be equally effective as face-to-face interventions, and will provide
crucial opportunities to strengthen social integration and build connections between
newcomer women, and with community. Social integration is the most often cited
barrier to employment reported by visible minority newcomer women in Grey and
Bruce. It is necessary to develop and implement in-person tools and approaches when
the pandemic situation improves, and circumstances permit.
Visible minority newcomer women encounter barriers at different points in their
pathways to employment. It is important to recognise that these barriers are systemic
and social issues, and that addressing them requires collaboration between women,
employers, employment, settlement and community service providers, as well as
community members. The four pillars presented in this toolkit can help to guide the
implementation and adaptation of the tools in this toolkit, and the development of
future tools to effectively address barriers to employment for visible minority women.

photo: Evelina Zhu
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S K I L L-BU I LDI N G

Workshops
for

WOM E N

1

Developing effective cross-cultural communication for job interviews and workplaces

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop,
participants will have learned:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› To identify communication gaps and
miscommunications during interviews,
that are connected to cultural differences
› To identify communication gaps and
miscommunications in workplaces, that
are connected to cultural differences
› Some strategies to improve cross-cultural communication during job interviews
› Some strategies to improve cross-cultural communication in workplaces

Introduction - 15 mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related to
the topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
· Introduce Nicole
Participants take turns to introduce
themselves - 10 mins
Presentation by workshop facilitators - 10 mins
Guiding principles to effective cross-cultural
communication
· Active listening
· Openness
· Be confident

Two activities take place
simultaneously - 40 to 60 mins
(Time required for this part depends on
the number of participants)
Each participant takes turns to have a
10-minute mock interview with Nicole
Workshop facilitator has discussion with
participants waiting for their turn, based
on Employment Ontario Booklets
Participants share mock interview
experience - 15 mins
Share experiences - 15 mins
cross-cultural communications in
workplaces (challenges, solutions, etc.)
15mins
Wrap-up - 5 mins

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Nicole Jackson-Anderson
Resource Specialist, VPI Working Solutions

2

Developing financial literacy for stability and independence

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop,
participants will have learned:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› What financial literacy means to visible
minority newcomer women
› How to develop financial literacy
› How to access resources that help develop financial literacy

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Caroline Araujo-Abbotts
Financial Literacy Program Coordinator,
United Way of Bruce Grey

Introduction - 15 mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related to the topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
· Introduce Caroline
Participants take turns to introduce themselves - 5 mins
Training - 90 mins
Address specific needs of participants related to the topic
(Caroline)
Pre-workshop survey and poll at beginning of this section to
identify participants’ concerns
Presentation designed for visible minority newcomer women
attending
Discussion to share concerns and solutions
Wrap-up - 5 mins

3

Developing Zoom skills

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop,
participants will have learned how to:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› Participate in and host Zoom meetings
› Communicate effectively on Zoom
› Use different features such as chat, poll,
screen share and breakout rooms

Introduction - 10 mins
About the workshop
Objectives and activities
Participants take turns to introduce themselves - 5 mins
Facilitator’s presentation on how to use Zoom - 20 mins
With or without an account
Free vs paid accounts
Basic features (poll, chat, breakout rooms)
Exploring features - 45 mins
Participants try out the following features:
· Poll
· Chat
· Screen sharing
· Breakout rooms
Participants share their experience in using Zoom - 10 mins
Wrap-up - 5 mins

4

Getting non-Canadian qualifications and experience recognized

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop,
participants will have learned how to:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› Navigate the education system at the
provincial and district levels
› Get their overseas qualifications and
skills recognized (the accreditation process)
› Work with employment services providers to overcome the barrier related to the
lack of Canadian skills and experience

Introduction - 15 mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related to topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
· Introduce speakers
Participants take turns to introduce themselves - 5 mins
Presentation on education systems in provincial and
regional levels (Rachelle) - 15 mins
Short Q&A - 5 mins

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Presentation on resources for accreditation, high school
diploma equivalence etc. (Jie) - 15 mins

Rachelle MacLeod

Short Q&A - 5 mins

ESL Lead Teacher, Bluewater District School Board
Jie Feng
Employment Counsellor, Access Centre for
Regulated Employment
Linda Alexander
Programs Director, YMCA of Owen Sound Grey
Bruce Employment, Settlement & Language
Services

Presentation on transferring non-Canadian skills and
experience (Linda) - 15 mins
Q&A for all three topics - 10 mins
Wrap-up - 5 mins

5

Part 1: Overcoming Language Barriers with a Job Search

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop,
participants will have:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› Developed confidence in conducting a
job search even though language barriers
exist
› Learned some job search vocabulary and
understanding about positions & job descriptions, identifying transferable skills
etc.
› Obtained information on resources and
support available to address language
barriers

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Ian Heft
ESL Coordinator, YMCA of Owen Sound Grey
Bruce Employment, Settlement & Language
Services

Introduction - 15 mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related to the topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
· Introduce Ian
Participants take turns to introduce themselves - 5 mins
Interactive presentation - 60 mins
Discussions and exercises designed for visible minority
newcomer women (prepared and facilitated by Ian)
Wrap-up - 5 mins

5

Part 2: Overcoming Language Barriers with Job Interviews

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop,
participants will have:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› Learned how to write a resume that increases the chance of getting a job interview (use of words, highlighting transferable skills etc.)

Introduction - 15 mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related to the topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
· Introduce Nicole

› Learned some language and communication skills for job interviews

Participants reflect on Part 1 - 10 mins

› Obtained information on resources and
support available to address language
barriers to successful job interviews.

Interactive presentation - 60 mins
Discussions and exercises designed for visible minority
newcomer women (prepared and facilitated by Nicole)
Wrap-up - 5 mins

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Nicole Jackson-Anderson
Resource Specialist, VPI Working Solutions

5

Part 3: Language Barriers from the Employer’s Perspective

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop, each
participant will have:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› Developed some understanding of language barriers from an employer perspective

Introduction - 5 mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related to the topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities

› Learned what some employers do to reduce language barriers in workplaces

Introduce Olga - 15 mins

› Gained confidence in addressing language barriers in the workplaces
› Learned ways to engage employers and
colleagues in addressing language barriers in workplaces

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Olga Gura
Pathway Development Officer, Rural Pathways
for Newcomer Women in Grey Bruce
United Way of Bruce Grey & Welcoming
Community Grey Bruce

Participants reflect on Part 2 - 10 mins
Interactive presentation - 60 mins
Discussions and exercises designed for visible minority
newcomer women (prepared and facilitated by Olga)
Wrap-up - 5 mins

5

Part 4: Creating a Personal Pathway to Employment

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop, each
participant will have:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› Created a provisional employment
pathway plan – where they want to be
in 3 months, 6 months and 1 year
› Identified the strengths they have to
carry out the plan
› Identified barriers to carry out the
plan, and how they, employers, and
other supports can address the identified barriers

Introduction - 15 mins
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
· Introduce Melissa
Sharing - 30 mins
· Reflect on Parts 1, 2 & 3
· Identify strengths and challenges
Discussion - 30 mins
Where do I want to be in 3 months, 6 months and 1 year?
Discussion - 30 mins
What is needed from me and others for me to get to where I want to be?

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Melissa D’Souza
Settlement Worker, YMCA of Owen Sound
Grey Bruce Employment, Settlement &
Language Services

Wrap-up - 5 mins

6

Overcoming social barriers to employment

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop
participants will have learned
how to:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins

› Identify discrimination in
workplace and in social situations
› Address discrimination through
official channels and building a
supportive network
› Address cultural barriers in the
workplace and social life
› Regain and maintain mental
well-being despite discrimination and cultural barriers
› Access resources that address
discrimination and cultural
barriers

Introduction - 15 mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related
to topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
Participants take turns to introduce
themselves - 5 mins
Presentation on bias, discrimination, and
cultural barriers - 15 mins
· What discrimination looks like and how to
address it internally (e.g. embrace own culture and celebrate others) and externally
(surround oneself with supportive people;
address discrimination through official channels)
· How to address cultural barriers in the workplace and social life

Circle of empowerment (strength-based approach) - 20 mins
· Participants share a time when they experienced discrimination
or felt out of place because of cultural differences;
· Participants share a time when they experienced inclusion or a
connection with another person despite cultural differences
What effects can discrimination have on one’s mental health?
- 5 mins watch this video on youtube
Interactive presentation on mental health care tips - 20 mins
· Participants share their experiences and tips they have tried
· Participants share what new tips they will try
Facilitator introduces participants to local and online
resources - 15 mins
Four skills to confront workplace bias - 5 mins
watch this video on youtube
Wrap-up - 5 mins

7

Unpacking mental health challenges connected to discrimination and cultural barriers

objectives

ag e n da

By the end of the workshop
participants have will learned:

Land acknowledgement - 5 mins
5mins

› To identify mental health challenges
connected to discrimination and cultural barriers in their social life
› To identify mental health challenges
connected to discrimination and cultural barriers in workplaces
› Some strategies to deal with mental
health challenges connected to discrimination and cultural barriers in
their social life
› Some strategies to deal with mental
health challenges connect to discrimination and cultural barriers in workplace

c o - f a c i l i tat o r s / p r e s e n t e r s

Marwa Ahmed
Curriculum & Training Coordinator, The
Opening Door Project, CMHA Toronto

Introduction - 15mins
· Facilitator shares her lived experience related to topic
· About the workshop
· Objectives and activities
· Introduce Marwa
Participants take turns to introduce themselves - 5 mins
Interactive presentation - 90 mins
Designed for visible minority newcomer/immigrant women (Marwa)
Wrap-up - 5 mins

5
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Webinars
for

E MPL OYE R S ,
E M PL OYM E N T SE RVIC E S &
SE RV IC E PROVIDE R S

1

Addressing the barriers of credential and skill
recognition

objectives

By the end of the workshop
participants will have learned:
› What barriers to Canadian workforce
entry newcomers face
› What resources are available to
help newcomer employees get their
non-Canadian skills, experience and
qualification recognized, and how to
access them

guest presenters

May Ip
Rural Pathways for Newcomer
Women in Grey Bruce
Jie Feng
Access Centre for Regulated
Employment
Gemma Smith Mendez
Four County Labour Board
Muna Shrestha
RBC newcomer employee

› How to identify transferable skills and
make them work for employers

c o - f a c i l i tat o r

› The legal work requirements for immigrants and how to attract newcomers

Owen Sound and District
Chamber of Commerce

› Some strategies that local employers use to overcome barriers and support their newcomer employees

2

Best practices in hiring and retaining immigrants
and newcomers

objectives

By the end of the workshop
participants will have learned:
› The benefits of hiring immigrants and
newcomers
› Some strategies to create a diverse,
inclusive and welcoming workplace
› What challenges employers might have
and how to overcome them
› Some strategies to effectively integrate
newcomers to your workplace

guest presenters

Waleed Aslam
Grey County Social Services
Sarah Bacchus
Port Elgin Montessori Preschool
Tania Maximenko,
Rural Employment Initiative
Newcomer Centre of Peel
c o - f a c i l i tat o r

May Ip
Rural Pathways for Newcomer
Women in Grey Bruce

Tiffani James

video link

vimeo.com/458622442

video link

youtu.be/O54f3bhQ7AE

3

Creating a diverse and inclusive workplace

objectives

By the end of the workshop
participants will have:
› Developed a deeper understanding of
the importance of diversity and inclusion at workplaces
› Identified the benefits of having diverse and inclusive workplace
› Learned the best practices for creating
a diverse and inclusive workplace
› Learned some strategies that local employers use to overcome barriers and
support their newcomer employees
› Learned how to access resources that
help to create an inclusive workplace
and support employees

guest presenters

Brenna Carol
Expert in Middle East Studies
Danielle Pillon
LEADS Employment Services
Waleed Aslam
Grey County Social Services
Melissa Avedesian
Grey Bruce Local Immigration
Partnership
Connie Jefferson
Contact North
c o - f a c i l i tat o r

Tiffani James
Owen Sound and District
Chamber of Commerce
video link

vimeo.com/454376230

4

Local resources to support employers and
newcomers

objectives

By the end of the workshop
participants will have:
› Learned how employers can increase
their capacity to support newcomer
employees by getting involved with
the Grey Bruce Local Immigration
Partnership
› Learned what support the Grey Bruce
Settlement Services provides for newcomers
› What resources are available to help
employers create inclusive workplaces
and how to access them
› What ESL programs are available for
newcomers and how to assess them

guest presenters

Melissa Avedesian
Grey Bruce Local Immigration
Partnership
Claudia Carleton
Employment, Settlement &
Language Services
YMCA of Owen Sound Grey Bruce
Connie Jefferson
Contact North
Andy Foster
Arden Language Centre
c o - f a c i l i tat o r

May Ip
Rural Pathways for Newcomer
Women in Grey Bruce
video link

youtu.be/5ru018hmUog
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Overcoming language and cultural barriers at
your workplace

objectives

By the end of the workshop
participants will have learned:

guest presenters

May Ip
Rural Pathways for Newcomer
Women in Grey Bruce

› What barriers newcomers face when
entering the workforce

Andy Foster

› What strategies employers can use to
integrate their newcomer employees

Luz-Maria Wilson

› How to communicate effectively when
language barriers exist
› What resources are available in the
community to support new immigrants with language barriers

Arden Language Centre
Community champion
Melissa Avedesian
Grey Bruce Local Immigration
Partnership
Melissa D’souza Harris
Employment, Settlement &
Language Services
YMCA of Owen Sound Grey Bruce
c o - f a c i l i tat o r

Tiffani James
Owen Sound and District
Chamber of Commerce
video link

vimeo.com/455926074

Questions or comments?
contact us at: info@welcominggreybruce.ca
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